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Brand New | Just Listed

Welcome to your exquisite new residence at Homebush Grand Park! This extraordinary property presents an unrivaled

blend of modernity and luxury, promising an elevated living experience. With 2 lavishly appointed bedrooms, 1 elegant

bathroom, and a secure carapace, this residence provides ample space for you and your esteemed family.Indulge in one of

the property's most alluring features, a fully equipped gym and recreational facility. Whether you are an avid fitness

enthusiast or simply relish an active lifestyle, this haven caters to your every need. The gym boasts state-of-the-art

equipment, ensuring a seamless path to achieving your fitness aspirations.For families blessed with children, a dedicated

children's park graces the premises, offering a secure and enchanting environment for your little ones to frolic and

explore. Revel in the tranquility of mind that comes from knowing your children have an idyllic and secure space to revel

in.The property boasts secure access, guaranteeing that only esteemed residents and authorized individuals may enter

the premises. Safety and privacy take center stage, providing an atmosphere of utmost serenity.Moreover, residents have

exclusive access to a resplendent rooftop communal area, perfect for unwinding and forging connections with neighbors

and cherished friends. The meticulously designed outdoor spaces offer multiple retreats for you to relish the invigorating

embrace of fresh air while immersing yourself in the breathtaking surroundings.Homebush Grand Park bestows upon its

residents a truly modern and convenient lifestyle, affording effortless access to a plethora of nearby amenities,

convenient transportation options, and an array of entertainment possibilities. Embrace this unparalleled opportunity to

claim this resplendent property as your own, and embrace a life of unparalleled grandeur.Features - A fully equipped gym

with state-of-the-art equipment-A recreational facility providing additional avenues for leisure and enjoyment.-A

dedicated children's park,-Secure access to the property-A rooftop communal area, perfect for relaxation and socializing

with neighbors and friends.-Easy access to nearby amenities, including shopping centres, restaurants, and entertainment

options. (400m to Bakers Quarter)-Convenient transportation options for seamless commuting. (8 Minutes walk )Can't

Make the Inspection Time ?Navigate to @cyndelle_realestate to attend a live inspection!


